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Kanshi of the Cherry blossom around the end of 
the 9th century
Qing LIANG（Amoy University/Hakuho Foundation Janpanese Research Fellow）
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 Since ancient times, cherry blossoms as a symbol of spring have been inseparable from 
Japanese life, and repeatedly used in various literary works. Take the Japanese Kanshi as an example, 
the cherry blossoms appeared very early in such poetry as Kaihuso and Tyokusensansyu, but most of 
it simply copied the poems about peach, plum and pear blossoms of the Six Dynasties (222-589) and 
early Tang Dynasty (618-907), without highlighting the features of the cherry blossoms. It was not 
until the end of the 9th Century that Shimada Tadaomi and Sugawara Michizane, representatives of 
Japanese poets, started to realize the uniqueness of their local culture. Instead of imitating Chinese 
poetry, they created cherry blossom poems with Japanese characteristics by combining Waka and 
Japansese Kanshi. 
